Frequently
Asked
Questions

Stakeholder Engagement Summary
Distributed ReStart aims to incorporate the views of wider industry at every
opportunity, bringing in the diverse expertise found across the electricity market to
solve this world first challenge of Black Start using Distributed Energy Resources.
Across all our stakeholder events we have captured the questions posed and used
these to inform our future outputs. However, we are aware that these questions may
be valuable to wider industry or prompt further questions which drive innovative
approaches.
All key questions to date have been responded to and are included in this document
to provoke thought and further discussion. If you have any queries or comments
stemming from these, don’t hesitate to contact us at ReStart@nationalgrideso.com,
we look forward to hearing from you!
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Power Engineering Q&A

Question

Answer

Testing UPS are typically capable of
providing four days' supply. Most UPS
have either kinetic or
electrochemical storage coupled with
diesel generation. Storage tanks are
typically sized to cover a bank holiday
weekend! (responding to the assertion
of two hours of maximum delivery - this
is simply incorrect)
If it's possible to create power islands, is
it realistic to expect the transmission
system to be energised from small
embedded generators? And if not, how
will this project help with restoration
times for Grid Supply Points in large
urban areas without embedded
generation?
Given the lack of suitable example with
grid forming inverter and battery. Why
don't you look to see if you can pair a
synchronous generator and battery?
This can help on the inertia and fault
infeed issue

While it is true that some DERs have large on-site storage or auxiliary
generators to supply house load or critical plant such as pumps etc for
several days during grid outages, we found this to be the exception
rather than the rule. Most DER facilities have small battery or
uninterruptable power supply (UPS) systems which can only provide a
couple of hours of emergency power for essential control and
communications equipment.

What is the impact to the ‘Anchor’
Generator in a DER world? eg. Does the
technical risk change when connected
to multiple (lesser voltage) generators?

Existing BS procurement lists several
criteria to be met. Will it be possible to
set different criteria for different
technologies as part of an integrated
solution? (for example, diesel
generators can provide a lot of MW but
are not great at leading MVar)
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Energisation of the transmission system from small embedded
generators is within the scope of this project. We do not expect it to
form all the Black Start Strategy, but we do anticipate that it may
contribute significantly.

The case studies include an example of synchronous generation
paired with Battery Energy Storage (BES). This will allow us to
investigate how the different plant capabilities can best be coordinated to help establish and maintain a power island. For example,
the fault infeed from the synchronous generator will help ensure
adequate protection operation, and the fast response of the battery
will be useful to support the frequency associated with demand
fluctuations and load pick up.
A DER 'anchor' generator will move from a 'steady state' role (where it
would typically provide a fixed MW output continuously), to a more
'dynamic' role where it may now have to respond by varying its
MW/MVAr output to match the connected network (where the
frequency and voltage will be inherently less stable than before).
Offline analysis will be undertaken to ensure the additional operational
requirements are within the capability of the machine, and network
restoration/control options chosen to minimise any additional stress.
The currently published information relates to procurement under the
current strategy. It may be that amended requirements are developed
for DER or for an integrated solution under this project, however, we
can't speculate at this stage what those may look like.
We expect that any technical requirements will be functional and
technology neutral, and we will consider whether some ‘components’
of a service can be procured separately.

Question

Answer

Will you need new temporary protection
settings on the transmission lines as
you energise 'up' the voltages; I am
thinking particularly for the non-unit
protection settings?

With the low fault levels associated with energising the
distribution/transmission networks from only DER, providing adequate
protection will be one of the main network challenges. It is likely that
existing protections will not 'see' the reduced fault currents. Providing
alternative 'black start protection settings' on existing relays may be
one option (modern relays have the facility for remote changing to
Group 2 settings), Alternatively, new protections may be required at
strategic points on the network. This could be facilitated at 132kV,
33kV and 11kV. However, there will be a minimum fault infeed
required to each network to ensure that all L.V (415v) fuses operate
within the required timescales (it would not be practical to change the
volumes of protection at this voltage level.)
It is envisaged that Battery Energy Storage (BES) would be used
primarily as a source of control during DER black start, and not as a
continuous power source, given its ability to respond rapidly and its
inability to maintain a continuous output beyond typically thirty
minutes. For example, a BES unit may be used for: i) Distribution
island primary frequency response - the BES could use its
import/export capability to help to maintain the generation/load
balance. A narrow bandwidth frequency control droop setting could be
employed which ensures it takes the initial action to compensate for
frequency changes, (this would also help to reduce the frequency
control requirements of the anchor generator). ii) Enhance the block
loading pick up capability of the distribution island - the fast response
of the BES could be used to inject MWs (and/or remove demand) to
help arrest the drop-in system frequency when demand is switched
onto a low inertia system.
based on the case study essential criteria, (e.g. a synchronous
generator connected at 33kV), analysis of the SPD network showed
that 22 out of the total 63 Grid Supply Points (GSPs) currently meet
the criteria. This was based on the existing connected generation and
those contracted to connect in 2019 (the largest anchor generation
capacity in a GSP was 55MW and the smallest 5MW.) Thus, for SPD
approximately one third of all GSPs may have potential Black Start
(BS) capability. As part of the Power Engineering and Trials (PET)
workstream report in Q3 2019, analysis of all DNOs in GB will be
included, based on the essential criteria for BS suitability, to assess
the total MW capacity across GB which potentially could participate in
BS services.
The challenge is in the load block sizes that can be achieved in
practice and with high confidence. So-called ‘cold load pick-up’
introduces greater uncertainty and risk when switching in normal
demands that have been off supply for extended periods. The size of
load blocks that can be switched depends on the prevalence of circuit
breakers on the network, and there is an impact on restoration
timescales if more switching actions are necessary. In some
circumstances, analysis may determine that network demand on its
own provides enough flexibility and control. Where it does not,
additional flexibility must be provided, which might be done using a
controlled load bank, a battery or other resources – if deemed cost
effective. Within the project trials, we will not interrupt supplies to
domestic customers. Therefore, we see a rolefor controllable load
banks for proof of concept in the live trials.

What sort of timescales would you hope
battery storage sites could dispatch for
during a Black start?

There are only 3 embedded dispatchable
synchronous generators in the South of
Scotland. Will this project look out how
many would be needed for the 'bottom
up' approach to be viable? (larger than
10 MW)

Switching of flexible demand and
network demand to provide stable DER
loading will be complex, requiring
automation. Why can’t network demand
be used for initial block loading?
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Question

Answer

What network models are being used for
study analysis?

Most analysis will use the normal network models used for other
studies of the distribution and transmission networks. It may be
necessary to extend, supplement or otherwise amend the network
models for specific types of studies, particularly those requiring
electromagnetic transient type modelling. It will also be necessary to
add suitable representations of DER dynamic behaviour.

What other services will be required for
energising and growing power islands
on distribution networks? Have we
considered flywheels and synchronous
compensators?

The project aims to create a set of functional requirements which are
technology agnostic (like existing Black Start tender procurement).
Wherever technologies are proven to meet these capabilities through
feasibility studies, they will be considered. .Synchronous
compensators and flywheels would provide additional dynamic
reactive compensation, inertia and improved frequency response, and
additional short circuit level if installed in an area undergoing DERbased restoration, and if it was practical to re-energise them in very
weak network conditions.
The project is at too early a stage to recommend settings that might
be implemented in the current loss of mains change programme. Rate
of change of frequency (ROCOF) is clearly a risk in very low inertia
power islands and we may conclude that ROCOF relays need to be
disabled during the early stages of restoration. This forms a part of
our more general review of protection. Early findings are that it may
be necessary to change several different protection settings, on the
network and DER, before commencing the restoration process. This
preparatory step will be an important part of the process. The project
is also considering what changes in codes or what derogations may
be necessary to facilitate this.
We are aware that operating combustion-based resources at lower
than normal operating points may have an adverse impact on
emissions, which may breach the normal limits imposed on some
DER. Where this adverse impact cannot be avoided, have begun
discussions with the environmental authorities what scope there is to
relax emissions limits during Black Start, noting that it is a very low
probability event, of short duration, and of critical importance to
societal wellbeing and public safety. This issue is not specific to DER
and must be dealt with when large or medium combustion plant is
contracted for a Black Start service.
The security and quality of supply standards are suspended under a
Black start which allows some degree of flexibility on frequency and
voltage bounds. However, technically optimum decisions are to be
made dependant on network conditions and guidance provided from
power engineering studies and existing Black Start protocol
The security and quality of supply standards are suspended under a
Black start which allows some degree of flexibility on frequency and
voltage bounds. However, technically optimum decisions are to be
made dependant on network conditions and guidance provided from
power engineering studies and existing Black Start protocol

How will protection work during Black
Start from DER? Does the project need
to engage with the accelerated loss of
mains change programme? Will ROCOF
settings need to be changed to
accommodate our Black Start from DER
proposals?

How will emissions from energy from
waste/fossil-fuelled DERs be dealt with?

Consideration of flexing frequency and
voltage limits in power islands could be
a key enabler (and cost-saving factor)
for Distributed Energy Resources
islanding and Black Start.
Discussion about the Class Project for
voltage reduction (ENW). Could a
relaxation of voltage standards or
requirements be acceptable for
consumers? (better to have power with
low volts than no power at all?)
Can the project consider anchor
generation being non-synchronous? For
example, grid forming convertors.
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Energy storage options being considered by the team through a
progressed case study with battery installation, project intent to
produce functional requirements any proven technology can meet to
enable findings from wider projects to feed in.

Question

Answer

The trip-to-island concept looks to be
very useful. It would likely have a
stronger cost/benefit case if viewed as
part of microgrids and community
energy enterprises.
Can the project consider reopening
arguments for the need for Synthetic
Inertia?

The trip to house load service is something we will consider within the
DRZ controller concept, but focus is on capability to deliver
restoration. Close link with complimentary NIC project Resilience as a
Service will progress this further and we will work collaboratively on
this issue.
Engagement with the innovation project virtual synchronous machines
and other wider network innovations to enable consideration of this
issue. Functional specifications to be produced and if proven could be
an option.
Grid forming converters have potential to meet many project
requirements but will not be tested in live trials due to lack of
availability in SPEN licence areas. The project will create functional
requirements through testing proven technologies to provide this new
service allowing restoration needs to be better understood. However,
the benefits/technical challenges associated with using a grid forming
convertor as the ’anchor’ generator will be considered.
It is likely that new synchronising point(s) will require to be established
on the distribution and/or transmission networks. These will be at the
boundary of the planned Distributed ReStart Zone (DRZ). A
‘controller’ may be required to help bring the island frequency into line
with the main network when restored.
Our approach is technology agnostic, live trials will define functional
specifications which any technology can be part of. The project will
take forward consideration of functional specification for flexible
demand as well as generation as this could enhance competition,
reduce costs and lead to wider innovation.

Can the project consider grid forming
convertor technologies?

How will power islands connect on the
distribution networks? E.g. Power
System Synchronising?

Will whole system energy solutions be
considered? Including flexible assets
such as electrolysis or aggregation for
flexible demand
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Organisations, Systems and
Telecommunications Q&A

Question

Answer

To what extent are you assuming that
there will be operational telecoms
capability to control the Distributed
Generation and allow it to contribute to
Black Start?
Any consideration of cybersecurity
within this project?

Establishing the requirements and resilience of operational telecoms
to allow DER to contribute to Black Start is a key part of this project.

Is there a case for exploring microgrid
options further as there is growing
international interest in microgrid
islanding capability
Can the project consider producing
scenarios for restoration timescales
from DER-based restoration? Can
maybe use ESO’s probabilistic model.

Cyber security is one component of resilience which will be reviewed
in detail in terms of alignment with existing industry cyber standards
for any new systems, reviewing to what extent DERs must be covered
by these rules and further if any higher level of cyber resilience is
required given the specific challenges of Black Start
Tender issued to deliver a Distributed Restoration Zone controller
(see OST report for further details on DRZ)

Integration of solutions into BAU processes including alignment with
the Black Start standard and consideration of the role of people
compared with automation will review this.

The Organisational systems and
telecommunications viability report and
procurement and compliance viability
report has a heavy focus on existing
arrangements, is this suitable?

The project’s intent is to create a process for procurement and
enactment that is ready to be integrated from the end of the project.
Initial impact analysis focuses around current structures, capabilities
and processes as a basis for this transition in order to baseline the
change requirements, and to understand what might need to change
and why as we develop the structure and process for a future service.
It is important to stress that we will continue to be open to new
approaches and arrangements inclusive of exploring non-ESO led
models which are a distinct change from the present scenario. This
applies across OST and P&C outputs.

Satellite circuit available is very limited,
will it still be considered?

It is only used by certain DNOs currently and in those cases, it can
provide a cheap / easy option. For others it will be difficult to deploy.
Jut to reiterate at this moment we are keeping an open mind to all
reasonable ideas
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Question

Answer

How will you rehearse and detect hidden
dependencies, such as an IT system that
requires the download of some asset or
the verification of some credentials in
order to function, where internet access
might be compromised in a black start
event?

We agree that increasing use of the internet is a challenge and we will
be using systems independent of internet and practising as per a yet
to be designed testing and assurance process.

The project has highlighted the new
challenges and risks, noting that penalty
for failure is not an answer. Has the
project developed a ‘resilience
philosophy’? For example, requiring that
no critical path element operates in cold
standby mode?
Providing telecoms capability to DER
will enable the DER to participate in
many other current and future DSO/ESO
services, black-start is just one.

This is a good challenge we will look to take forwards and investigate
fully in the design stage.

Therefore, the wider GB system may
benefit by considering the telecoms
requirements from a range of DSO/ESO
services and procuring a single
telecoms service rather than individual
telecoms contracts/services for separate
DSO/ESO services.
How will you approach this?

The idea of procuring a single telecoms service rather than individual
telecoms contracts/services for separate DSO/ESO services would
seem to be the most cost-effective solution overall.
We are considering all options for ownership of telecoms
infrastructure. For example, the DERs may need to own the telecoms
infrastructure and hence design such with their business/future plans
incorporated into the requirements. The telecoms infrastructure could
also be owned by the DNOs with inputs from DERs; in which case,
the DNOs and DERs may agree financials/costs dependent on the
balance of funding streams/use of the infrastructure for additional
services.
Generally, if the telecoms infrastructure is designed for ‘operational
use’, it is likely to meet the service criteria. We are currently looking to
define functional specifications that will cater for Distributed ReStart
requirements, whilst being mindful of other activities in the market.
However, the specifications may not cater for all bandwidth
requirements. We do not want to place excessive bandwidth
requirements on all participants, and we will not know what future
services DERs may want to provide. The key will be building a
network with appropriate redundancy to meet future needs, whilst
balancing costs to participants and consumers.
We will ensure that we discuss these issues further with DNOs/DERs
and our Procurement & Compliance work stream. Do please let us
know if you wish to discuss further.
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Procurement & Compliance Q&A

Question

Answer

How will DER Black Start Generators be
treated in terms of Grid Code, Black
Start Assurance framework etc?

The project will explore 'Black Start assurance' in terms of identifying
what changes may be required to areas such as the current technical
requirements, assessment criteria, testing requirements and
contractual requirements associated with DER providing BS services.
In addition, any changes required to the relevant codes (e.g. Grid
Code, Distribution Code/G99 etc) will be identified, and modifications
proposed, as the project progresses.
It is within scope of this project to develop recommendations on
changes in code requirements and in-service procurement methods.

What is the intention to encourage DER
Black Start Generator sources - is this
by an obligation, or by contractual
incentive?
Ongoing Black Start Expression of
Interest calls from NGESO are looking
for delivery on 2022 and the NIA and NIC
projects are running in parallel of the
procurement process and be finalised
by 2023. When is the actual window
opportunity supposed to happen for
DER in BS?
Are there any EU code requirements that
apply? E.g. RFG, SOGL, NCER?
ESQCR requirements for Frequency &
Voltage – will these need changing?
ESQCR gives system operational
conditions for everything outside of
exceptional circumstances across
frequency and issues like flicker. Will
the project consider this in its
approach?
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The ongoing competitive process is to procure against our
requirement under our current strategy for services starting April
2022. The Black Start from DER project will be looking to implement
recommendations into business as usual once the project concludes
(2022-2025). Our BAU requirements are being considered with the
intention to align procurement with BS from DER opportunities, once
the procurement process and commercial structures for this have
been designed.
A full review of affected codes is included in our procurement and
compliance report. Any required changes will begin from 2020
onwards
A full review of affected codes is included in our procurement and
compliance report. Any required changes will begin from 2020
onwards
The security and quality of supply standards are suspended under a
Black start which allows some degree of flexibility on frequency and
voltage bounds. However, technically optimum decisions are to be
made dependant on network conditions and guidance provided from
power engineering studies and existing Black Start protocol. A full
review of affected codes is included in our procurement and
compliance report.

Question

Answer

Will there be a need to change
DNO/DER/ESO licence requirements?

A full review of affected codes (including licence conditions) is
included in our procurement and compliance report. Any required
changes will begin from 2020 onwards
The project has used its first report on procurement and compliance to
conduct a horizon scan and review existing codes to identify where
changes may be required. Across the design stage we will begin the
process of code change modifications through considering proposed
changes across a wide variety of industry codes. Finally during the
project design stage and potentially across initial rollout, code
changes will be implemented using the standard industry review
process.
we are considering the 'de-coupling' of services to promote
'technology agnostic' and accept there will be different pricing models
needed, we expect stakeholders to help shape these contracts.

How will end-to-end industry code
reviews work? How will the project
approach this?

Presumably different types of call-off
will suit different types of DER. Will
multiple contract types for each role be
available? This may add complexity to
price discovery
How will providers "prove" their
reliability for shorter contract terms?

Many anchor generators will be under
legacy connection agreements. How
can they participate?
Why make procurement complex - it
should be simple and standard - this is
the cheapest option for end consumers:
complexity increases costs to
consumers?
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we are to develop test and assurance processes which may well, for
example, take account of prevailing weather conditions and/or
generator (or demand) flexibility at the time. We also expect to deploy
a statistical approach around this.
we expect some ‘overlap' of existing providers and new ones to
deliver a hybrid solution at the culmination of this project to facilitate
smooth change rather than a cliff edge of new / old contracts as the
market transitions and are open to ideas
The project will continue to consider the best value proposition for
consumers which includes looking for options which will reduce
search costs for services or decrease the costs of contracting whilst
maximising liquidity, competition and l best technical, output. Across
the design stage of the project we will consult with providers to
understand the best balance between simplification and reduced
procurement timescales or component technical requirements.

General Q&A

Question

Answer

South Australia ended up black starting off the AC interconnector.
Are National Grid looking at black start from HVDC
interconnectors going forward? This is theoretically possible
especially with Voltage Source Converter interconnectors with a
strong source (eg: Norway hydro)
Is it possible to predict a possible partial or total shutdown?

Yes - we are considering black start from
future HVDC interconnectors for our
'normal' black start service.

Could you provide a view of the impact to the 'cost' of Black Start
by using DER sources?

Do you have any plans to look to black start capability of offshore
wind plants?
Where can the technical requirements be found (e.g. service
availability, time to synchronise, fuel reserve levels, block loading
capability etc)?
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Black Start Standards are included in
some ongoing work with Academia linked
to the Black Start Task Group. This
includes predicting the likelihood of
shutdowns occurring.
The loss of large fossil fuelled generation
and the costs of developing black start
capability under the current strategy are
the key drivers for this project. It is within
scope of this project to estimate the costs
of required infrastructure as compared
with the potential savings produced
through the enhanced competition.
Yes. Offshore wind plants are outside the
scope of this project, but we may prove
some relevant concepts.
For participation in the service under the
current strategy, information can be found
on the Black Start website.
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/balancin
g-services/system-security-services/blackstart. As part of the Power Engineering
and Trials (PET) workstream a report will
be produced in Q3 2019 which will include
initial options for how the current Black
Start requirements may be relaxed or
otherwise modified to allow a potentially
different type of service to be provided by
DER. We will publish information on
selection criteria for case studies here.
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/projectblack-start-from-dern As the project
progresses and technical requirements for
DER are developed, we will share these
with industry.

Question

Answer

Re the Expression of Interest for Black Start (closing today), I
assume that the research projects could provide new
opportunities as we move in to the 2020s (so not locked out if we
don’t respond today)?

The ongoing competitive process is to
procure against our requirement under our
current strategy for services starting April
2022. Submitting an Expression of
Interest was a mandatory pre-requisite for
this event. As insights from the project
become available, they will be considered
in BAU where possible and appropriate.
However, the concept needs to be
developed and demonstrated prior to
implementation.
Against a backdrop of immense change in
the electricity and telecommunications
industry, engagement is the principle
means of achieving this. We are currently
in discussions with OFGEM, ENA,
Cornwall insights, strategic telecoms
group as our means of futureproofing
solutions.
Out of scope for the purpose of live trials.
However, modelling option will be
considered. The project will seek to create
a set of functional requirements which can
be met by a variety of technologies and
set out a roadmap for change. In addition,
our broad stakeholder base means we will
disseminate to and learn from these
ventures.
Against a backdrop of immense change in
the electricity and telecommunications
industry, engagement is the principle
means of achieving this. We are currently
in discussions with OFGEM, ENA,
Cornwall insights, strategic telecoms
group as our means of futureproofing
solutions.
Detailed consideration is given to a wide
range of innovation projects and wider
ongoing industry change through horizon
scans, literature reviews and direct input
from and to directly relevant projects. A
path finder is an open expression of
interest to the industry for solutions to
specific technical challenges. These are
then followed by a formal tender process
for a range of technical options meeting
these requirements. The project has
specifically considered the stability path
finder project however further
consideration will be given to constraint
path finders and reactive capability path
finders in the future.

What do the Future Energy Scenarios say about generation
technology in 2040 and how will the project consider aligning its
thinking to this analysis?

Has the project considered local community energy groups to
provide power islands?

How does the project acknowledge its proposed options meet the
direction of travel of the energy industry and power system
evolution?

ESO is running stability pathfinder projects and introducing an
inertia market. SPEN is running Project Phoenix (flywheel). Can
the project learn from any of these initiatives?
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Question

Answer

How will communications to the public work during a blackout?

Public telecommunications are not
typically power resilient, communications
from the control room are escalated
through Silver Command across a power
resilient OPTEL line to BEIS and COBRA.
Knowledge Dissemination changes are
out of scope for this project but are
undergoing business level review as part
of an Energy Emergency Executive
Committee
Plans for an academic workshop in March
2020, options for separable work suitable
for PhD or undergraduate research will be
considered and circulated ahead of this
event.
Integration of solutions into BAU
processes including alignment with the
Black Start standard and consideration of
the role of people compared with
automation will review this.
From a project perspective we are
agnostic to funding mechanisms used to
generate the innovation but are highly
focused on the impacts these wider
network changes have on the project. As
a result of this feedback we will take this
comment away for future reporting but are
happy to answer any clarification
questions at
ReStart@nationalgrideso.com
The project emphasis is on consumer
value which is appropriate technical
capability at the lowest price. Procurement
scenarios presented at this stage are
indicative only and subject to stakeholder
consultation. We appreciate the need to
strike this balance and will consider the
proposal of phased procurement changes
as a means of achieving this.
In the published report PESTLE analysis
is used which includes consideration of
societal impact and we will look to carry
these considerations forwards into the
design stages. Furthermore, our
commercial processes will be refined
through stakeholder engagement which
will capture some of these societal
challenges or benefits. Societal impacts
will need to be considered across all
workstreams through the design stages of
the project.
It is available on our webpage at
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/documen
t/159801/download

Engagement with academia is a good idea. A workshop format
would be OK towards end of November or early December. What
would the project want from this? What questions does the
project want answered by academia? Under graduate research
projects?
Project to consider impact on restoration timescales

Can the project more specifically signpost innovation projects
compared with ‘BAU innovation’?

How will the project effectively manage the technical and
commercial balance of options?

How will the project consider societal impact of the Black start
from DER proposals

How can I access the project progress report?
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Question

Answer

How can I get involved with the project?

We value the opinions of stakeholders
and the wide-ranging industry experience
stakeholder feedback brings. Please
attend any of our events, webinars or
email us at ReStart@nationalgrideso.com
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